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We are still working under covid rules, being encouraged not to go to meetings unless we are part of the decision-making 
process; hopefully we are getting to the end of covid, when we will be able to make safe visits. 
 
Preparing for winter 
With the recent change in weather, I’m pleased to tell you that the Winter Service operations are well prepared for what this 
season has to offer.  Over the summer all the equipment has been serviced with the gritters recalibrated to ensure the correct 
amount of salt is spread onto the network.  Despite the HGV driver issues the salt barns are well stocked. Again, with a change in 
weather comes another set of challenges.  The team have been looking at how they can manage the drainage cleaning budget in 
a different way.  The challenge is ensuring all gullies, grips, easements and buddleholes are cleaned in line with our policy while 
maintaining the ability to deliver a reactive service as and when the need occurs. This challenge is even greater in the Southwest 
with a limited supply chain to cope with sudden increases in demand. 
 
Budgets and finance 
As we look forward to next year there remains significant uncertainty with regard to future budgets in both capital and revenue. 
The DCC position in terms of finances and therefore provision of services to our residents is not significantly different to other 
higher tier Councils, where some of them are marginally better off than us, others worse off. This is in large part due to demand 
on services where some is predictable and you can plan for, but much of it not so. As you will know this is particularly true of 
Adult and Children’s services which are overwhelmingly mandatory ones that we must provide, and you will have probably 
heard the statistic that around 70% of our budget is spent on 3% of our population. This is particularly so in children’s services 
where at little or no notice a family can move in to Devon who need support and skew the budget by £500/£600k (more in 
overall in terms of the public purse) and this can result in big pressures immediately. 
 
On the subject of budgets and uncertainty, you can imagine this makes it very hard to manage forward programmes and provide 
commitments to communities about what work will be delivered when.  I was disappointed to hear that there has been a 
general lack of interest from many communities when it comes to the Doing What Matters project with many Parish Councils 
not responding to requests to meet to discuss priorities. We need to encourage all of our communities to take up the 
opportunity to help strengthen their relationship with the Highways and Traffic Management team and take their chance to 
influence the priorities for their community. 
 
Waste 
The 2020/21 performance statistics have just been published and Devon’s recycling rate reduced to 55.3% from the previous 
year’s 56.6%.  The reduction can be linked to the provision of Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRCs) which closed for 
seven weeks during the first lockdown commencing end March 2020.  Subsequent social distancing measures reduced site 
capacities, closure of resale shops and the introduction of booking systems also impacted on the amount of waste processed 
leading to a reduction in recycling performance. 
 
East Devon once again achieved the highest recycling rate amongst Devon’s Waste Collection Authorities (WCAs) with 60% 
marginally down from previous years 60.5%.  The other seven WCA figures as follows: Teignbridge (55.9%); Torridge & West 
Devon (55.2%); South Hams (54.7%); Mid Devon (53.7%); North Devon (49.5%) and Exeter (27.8%). 
 
While HWRC recycling performance remains high at 72%, 2020/21 saw a small reduction from previous year (75%).  Reductions 
across all streams were noted for Devon’s HWRCs, notably organic material down 22%.  The closure and restrictions to HWRC re-
use shops last year resulted in a 64% reduction in sales, equating to 666 tonnes less materiel resold to members of the public – 
all HWRC re-use shops have now re-opened. 
 
Key Public health messages 
People should continue to be cautious and follow basic public health advice on regular testing, self-isolation if symptomatic, and 
hands, face, space, etc. and avoid close contact indoors where possible. 
 
Highways 
The whole of the Highways and Traffic Management Service is experiencing real difficulties in recruiting staff.  The team is 
currently operating with 33 vacancies from a total workforce of approximately 240.  This reduction in staffing numbers is putting 
added pressure on the remaining workforce at a time when the team have been dealing with the added challenges of the 
different ways of working and reduced tolerance in our communities brought about by the pandemic. 
 
They continue to work with colleagues in HR and look for different ways to promote the opportunities that are available. 
The recent message from Karen regarding the HATOC agenda highlighted some of the frustration members are experiencing. 
We are concerned, when  Parishes report/request road maintenance, we continue to get a response back from Officers, it is in 
the programme and will be done when funding is available; as Members, we are getting fed up with these responses, therefore 



it will be on the agendas of our HATOC meetings for discussions, as to how we can improve performance.  There is an 
explanation how to escalate a route through to officers.  In addition, Meg Booth, as Head of Highways is arranging a series of 
‘surgery’ type meetings to enable members to raise issues direct with her. 
 
A significant back log of smaller lining works has built up over the last 18 months. The Traffic Management Team are aware of 
the impact these changes have on communities and the frustration it can generate which is often communicated through 
Members and our Neighbourhood Officers.  The Traffic Team have formed new partnerships with several lining providers and 
are now working through the back log at pace. 
 
The works associated with the HATOC waiting restriction programme will be complete by early November and there are now 
less than 80 Disabled Parking Bays outstanding with just under 200 delivered to date. With between 25-30 sites being attended 
each week it is expected that that delivery for new applicants will be improved coming into the new year. 
 
This year’s arboricultural surveys have seen a reduction in the number of actionable Ash Dieback reports and general tree 
defects across the county.  The team are working with their legal colleagues around areas of landowner responsibility and 
promoting the need for landowners to do their bit in relation to trees, vegetation and drainage. 
 
Planning is underway for a virtual Parish and Town Council conference, held via Teams, before the end of the year.  Parishes 
were asked for feedback on what topics they would be interested in understanding more about.  The aim is to create an 
interactive event for Parish and Town Councillors as well as our own Members.  Attendees will be able to participate in the 
sessions that interest them. 
 
Wellbeing 
DCC has been shortlisted for a ‘Personal Today’ award for our health and wellbeing provision to our workforce over the course 
of the Pandemic. The award ceremony will be in November. 
 
Digital and Technology 
Blue Badge Application Process 

• An update to the Blue Badge digital service is scheduled to launch November following feedback from users and 
customers. 

• The existing Blue Badge service was built by the Digital team in early 2019 and introduced many benefits for people in 
Devon, including online payments which has so far removed 2,340 calls from the Customer Service Centre for this year. 

New Digitised Bus Pass Application Service launched. 

• Online application service has been live for six months 

• 80% of applicants now use the digital service, up from 0% before the new service was launched 

• Devon-wide, the system used by the Discretionary Travel team to manage the national bus pass service has been 
developed by the Transformation Team and is scheduled to go live in October. 
 

This is a flavour of what is going on at County; I have loads more information, just too much to put in a report all at once, if you 
have issues within your Parish, please report them through County Web site. If it reported through the website, it becomes 
official and has to be dealt with within a specified time, or let me know.  I am not aware of any issues that have not been 
reported or are already in the pipeline. 
 
Regards, 
Ray 
ray.radford@devon.gov.uk 
 


